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1 Introduction 

Sustainability has been a major issue in the schemes proposed for West Way, and was a major factor in the 
rejection of the 2014 plans. The Planning Officer’s report (para 8.9) makes a bald statement “Overall the 
proposed development amounts to a sustainable development and the previous reasons for refusal have 
been overcome”. In this short note we set out the reasons why the most recent plans do not provide a 
sustainable development.  

Sustainable development was originally defined as development that meets the needs of the present, 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

Para. 7 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) identifies three ways in which all new 
development should be sustainable - economically, socially and environmentally - and describes how these 
terms are to be interpreted. We conclude here that Mace’s new proposals for West Way are not sustainable 
on any of these grounds, and should be rejected. 

2 Economic sustainability 

Retail provision  

The 2014 plans responded to the call for a retail-led development by proposing a massive food store which 
was not sustainable in the changing food retail landscape.  In the new plans the pendulum has swung from 
overprovision to under-provision, as they propose only a token increase in overall retail space, with a 
supermarket of comparable size to the existing Co-op.  This cannot by any stretch of the imagination be 
called a retail-led development; it is a residential-led development with residual retail provision.  

In the most recent plans the number of retail units  has been reduced to 21 (compared to the existing 25), 
and the size of several retail units has been quietly changed to accommodate other required changes,  
demonstrating that the retail spaces have been fitted into blocks designed for other purposes.  It is not sure 
what uses many of them will serve, as even the units originally designated as restaurants have been relisted 
as general purpose units.  There is no guarantee that stores such as Tesco and Iceland will return, meaning 
that food retail may be reduced significantly. All of this shows that there is no master plan for a sustainable 
retail centre.    

The question of impact on other shopping centres is now not an issue, because the planned provision will 
barely cater for Botley’s needs, and will not threaten any other centre. It makes it more not less likely that 
Botley residents will shop outside the area, particularly if the extended rebuilding program deprives them of 
their usual retail and the parking to use it. 
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By severely limiting the amount of retail development the proposals leave no room for the expansion of 
Botley to match the growing population attracted by the two most recent new housing developments.  The 
residential accommodation planned would add further population numbers without expansion of provision.   

While the SPD recommended separation of different activity zones, the developers have taken a conscious 
decision to combine residential and commercial accommodation in five of the six blocks, creating an 
unresolved and probably unresolvable conflict between the needs of the two types of spaces.  The issues of 
delivery times raised by Oxfordshire County appear to be particularly intractable.  The issues of management 
of waste disposal and kitchen fumes, both of which would impact on residential units above restaurants, are 
unresolved as in principle any unit could function as a restaurant. This conflict will make both residential and 
commercial units less attractive to potential tenants, and the whole development less sustainable. 

The ‘High Street Retail’ sector continues to decline with regular news of chains suffering in competition with 
internet shopping. At the same time independent traders are doing well where rents are affordable. New 
build will almost inevitably lead to higher rentals, which independent traders will not be able to afford, and 
chains which can afford rents may not be the type of store that is appropriate for a local district centre. 
Summertown, in Oxford, is cited as one of the most successful centres in the country, thanks to its range of 
retail. There is no reason why Botley should not also be successful. 

If this development does proceed as planned, most local facilities will be closed or severely limited for two 
years or more, during which time the local economy will suffer and people will look elsewhere for shops and 
services. Once patterns have changed, it will be hard to rebuild the customer base.  

The proposals are not co-ordinated with other local developments on the nearby Seacourt site.  This is 
inconsistent with para. 178 of the NPPF. 

 

West Way Centre remains the only local shopping centre for Botley and Cumnor. This proposal will do 
nothing to support expansion, growth and innovation, providing less space for independent traders than 
currently exists, and giving no guarantees of delivering the choice and variety of services which are 
important for a healthy local economy. It will change a local service centre serving surrounding residential 
areas into a residential and hotel complex with added retail. 

3 Social sustainability 

Housing 

The 2014 proposals entailed a damaging loss of general and age-restricted housing on this important site, 
and large scale student accommodation. In the new proposals, in which the age-restricted housing is 
protected, we have a different pendulum swing from loss of residential housing to overprovision.  The 140 
flats in the new tower blocks are likely to be bought as buy-to-let accommodation for professional couples, 
of which there is already local overprovision. There is no specific provision for a variety of types of residential 
accommodation, or for social or affordable housing, and the developers have made explicit that they do not 
wish to provide a level of affordable housing that the local policies require.  It is understood that Mace are 
suggesting that 10% of flats (limited to 1 bedroom flats) would be sold as ‘starter homes’ at 80% of market 
value. On the edge of Oxford this would still count as unaffordable to most local people in average waged 
jobs. 

The developers still claim that the inclusion of student accommodation will release homes in the area. This is 
not supported by the 2011 Census data or enquiries with local estate agents, which show a minimal number 
of houses occupied by students.    
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Supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities 

Physically the proposed development will lead to a loss of sense of place, with buildings which “could be 
anywhere”, as commented by the Design Review Panel. The high, dominant buildings, though less massive 
that the 2014 proposals, do not create a feeling of space and openness in the public realm.  The location of 
the community centre on the fringe of the development, and separated from it by a busy shared space, will 
make it less accessible to the disabled, older people and families with small children.  

The introduction of a large transient population of hotel visitors and short –term occupants of the university 
related accommodation will not enhance community cohesion but create an incomer group competing for 
services. The failure to separate commercial and residential areas will mean that the vehicle movements and 
deliveries will be a constant source of disruption to residents, and that competition for parking spaces will 
increase community tension. 

 

Far from meeting the needs of present and future generations, the development provides for an imported 
population who will not be integrated into the existing community, and does not increase the supply of 
affordable rented housing for younger local people. It would damage the sense of place and community 
for residents of all ages. Therefore the development would be contrary to para. 70 of the NPPF, and Policy 
CF1 of the VWHDC Local Plan 

4 Environmental sustainability 

Transport  

While the new development would not generate such high levels of traffic as the 2014 proposals, it will add 
commuter traffic onto the A34 and put great strain on West Way, Arthray Road and particularly Westminster 
Way, with speeding up and slowing down for traffic calming and congestion adding significantly to 
emissions.  This is inconsistent with Policy S1 of the VWHDC Local Plan.  

This development proposes that Arthray Road is used as the route for large delivery vehicles. This is contrary 
to the SPD which says that “development proposals should seek to minimise access points with the main 
accesses via West Way and Westminster Way, with Arthray Road providing access for low level residential 
traffic only”.  

Air quality, light and noise  

The proposed development would be within 300m of two Air Quality Management Areas, both of which 
would receive more traffic as a result of the development. The students and the hotel residents would all be 
subjected to air pollution levels nearing the legal maximum for NO2. It is difficult to imagine a clearer case of 
a new development exposing new residents to poor air quality. 

The development will bring with it increased 24-hour light pollution and noise from delivery and refuse 
vehicles in all parts of the site. Residents in Arthray Road would be subjected to the noise, pollution and 
safety issues due to increased heavy vehicle traffic. 

Scale and Character 

Despite various cosmetic adjustments, the scale and design of the proposals are still out of keeping with the 
local character. The west side of the A34 is a residential area characterised by two storey 1930s housing set 
back from the road. The proposed development includes blocks of between six and eight storeys 
immediately adjacent to Westminster Way. 

The development will impact on various historic views across Oxford. We have covered this aspect in our 
previous report. 
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The proposals will not enhance the built and historic environment. It is inconsistent with the NPPF para. 58 
which calls for "the integration of new development into the natural, built and historic environment", and 
VWHDC Local Plan Policy DC1 which calls for new development to "take into account local distinctiveness 
and character". Pollution would increase due to higher traffic levels on already congested roads.  

5 Meeting present and future needs 

Any development should meet objectively assessed needs with sufficient flexibility to adapt to rapid change 
(NPPF, para. 14).  The Inspector’s report on the draft Local Plan 2031 said that he requires that, in assessing 
the soundness of the plan, the Vale need to address ‘the lack of any indication in the policy or its supporting 
text of the amount of retail floorspace which would be required at Botley Central Area to meet the 
objectively-assessed needs’.  This development does not meet present needs and may be difficult to adapt to 
future changes. The SPD says that “The layout of the development and the design of buildings should be 
flexible to allow them to be adapted to accommodate different uses where appropriate and practicable.” 

 Botley needs a convenient and flexible retail and service base, which may not be provided by a new 
centre aimed primarily at national chains, with units unaffordable for small and independent businesses. 
The plans provide insufficient parking for retail customers alongside residential demand, and by using all 
available space for other uses offer no room for expansion or remodelling.   

 The space made over to sui generis university accommodation will be difficult to repurpose for other 
community needs, should it prove to be unviable in the long term, given the likely increase in student 
accommodation on sites on the west of Oxford. Commentators familiar with the Oxford Universities 
have repeatedly pointed out the type of accommodation meets no known Oxford need and that its 
location would make it inappropriate for most Oxford-based students, and prices are likely to be high.  

6 Conclusion 

We conclude that the proposals put forward by Mace for re-development of West Way Shopping Centre 
do not meet the three components required for a sustainable development. They are thus incompatible 
with the NPPF as well as local planning policies. These proposals should be rejected, in favour of 
alternative proposals that will better meet the current and future needs of Botley and the Vale of White 
Horse.  
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